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This paper has been reprinted with permission from Spend Matters for Tradeshift.

Tradeshift is becoming an increasingly important procure-to-pay (P2P) vendor to watch for 
procurement organizations and the broader purchasing and B2B ecosystem. This multi-part Spend 
Matters PRO research brief provides an update on Tradeshift’s current and planned e-procurement and 
expanded P2P capabilities. In the first installment, we begin to look at Tradeshift Buy, the Tradeshift 
Product Engine and additional Tradeshift tools, including the Tradeshift Shop.

Tradeshift’s Vision for Buying
Tradeshift has piqued our curiosity with its foray into e-procurement. The provider stands out from the 
crowd, from both an architectural and technology perspective, for two key reasons:

• First, with the launch of Tradeshift Buy, a cloud-based e-procurement solution with an aggressive 
release and feature roadmap for the remainder of 2015 and 2016, the provider is bringing 
shopping, search and buying capabilities into the 21st century, with many clever new tricks 
wrapped in an entirely new type of buying and selling architecture. (Some of these capabilities are 
already available today in Tradeshift’s current release, thanks to its Merchantry acquisition.)

• Second, Tradeshift is upping the supplier network ante with a true platform-as-a-service (PaaS) 
model for connectivity, along with an app model for engaging with suppliers outside of Tradeshift’s 
core modules.

Stepping back, it was easy to predict that Tradeshift would expand from e-invoicing into procurement, 
based on its 2015 acquisition of Merchantry. Indeed, we saw this development coming once Tradeshift 
bought the cloud-based product information management (PIM) provider, which enables what we 
might simplistically describe as distributed or virtualized catalog content/information management for 
procurement. (It’s more than that in reality.) Merchantry turned out to be the central product database, 
or content engine, of Tradeshift Buy.

Tradeshift Buy: A Deep Dive into Tradeshift's 
e-Procurement Offering
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Focusing on the Business User While Masking Complexity
Tradeshift Buy aims to insure the business user has all the support and collaborative tools necessary 
for buying activities while still meeting business and purchasing requirements. Simply put, Tradeshift’s 
goal is to give users the freedom to find and buy everything they need, find it fast and easily within one 
interface and provide a highly visible buying process that meets business standards.

Here we observe that:

• Tradeshift Buy works as an additional app in the Tradeshift suite, which is built on a PaaS model. 
This allows third-parties to build apps or additional modules that can be pre-integrated with the 
platform, allowing them to take advantage of its existing capabilities, including the Tradeshift 
Network, where suppliers will continue to connect to enable transactions and invoicing. But 
looking ahead, users will be able to receive requisitions, POs, acknowledgments and also upload 
company and products/services information, including inventory information, into the Tradeshift 
platform — or simply point Tradeshift to where this information is on the Web as it’s needed.

• Tradeshift’s vision is to rethink how procurement processes are done and make them simpler — for 
example, to enable all spot buying from any online store while at the same time providing control 
to the procurement organization. It’s a big vision, and we believe it will come with growing pains, 
just as certain early Tradeshift e-invoicing customers had to adapt to an entirely new model but 
overtime grew happier, based on our own reference checks.

• Tradeshift Buy will, no doubt, experience challenges as customers are added, but for now, the 
vision sounds like the provider is onto something that could benefit organizations looking to 
onboard all their suppliers (with their products/services/inventory information) — even those in the 
long tail — and enabling users to buy from them in a manner that’s really not been done before.

Tradeshift Product Engine
The Tradeshift Product Engine, built on top of Merchantry, is a central and searchable product and 
services database, but one that is virtual as well. The Product Engine is not just a catalog, however, a 
term that Tradeshift suggest sounds static. (We should note this term has also stirred a debate inside 
Spend Matters about whether the word catalog will remain in the e-procurement vernacular a decade 
from now.)

Some will say that the phrase “catalog management” is just semantics, but the truth is that catalogs 
no longer come from static Excel documents that are uploaded at some interval into a database alone. 
They are more like a living document with numerous layers of complex options to describe and manage 
expanding sets of supplier information, including products, services, prices, inventories, qualifications 
and more.

In this case, the Tradeshift Product Engine lets suppliers manage their products, inventories and pricing 
options in one place over the Tradeshift Network and expose it to buyers. The suppliers will continue to 
define which information is private (customer-specific) and which is public to the network.
Sound simple? The execution is not. Pulling this off will be massively complex relative to how supplier 
catalogs and networks currently function.
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This is Really Big if Tradeshift Can Pull it Off
Think about it. Having a single large content database that functions in a many-to-many manner 
can simplify the process of needing to customize content for different buyers. Consider, for example, 
how many catalogs Siemens or Bosch needs to feed into the different instances of customer catalog 
management systems (e.g., WALLMEDIEN, Simeno, jCatalog) supporting SAP SRM programs, or how 
the same catalogs must be supported for Ariba or Coupa in cases where a catalog approach is used.
With Tradeshift, many-to-many self-service catalog management will be something that suppliers can 
do without having to rewrite any of their descriptive product or service information when they want 
to offer a different product price to a buyer connected to the network. If this works at scale, it will 
be revolutionary, creating an order of magnitude in time savings for suppliers and better customer 
engagement. (We say “if” to hedge, because we have not seen it yet deployed at scale.)

But as one example, imagine having a single virtualized catalog that maps individual buyer part 
numbers from an ERP or material master to distributor and supplier part numbers across a set of 
supplier clients, with inventory, picture, additional SKU detail and other information tossed in for 
good measure, all mapped to general vendor information such as risk and diversity. This is the vision 
that the Tradeshift Product Engine, in theory, will be able to enable at scale across all of Tradeshift’s 
platform customers.

In this example, the supplier just makes a subset of the information, such as special pricing or specific 
SKU numbers, available for an individual buyer. Ninety percent or more of the additional information 
can remain standard. Under a price adjustment scenario, the buyer will accept the new price via a 
workflow process and it will be available or searchable in the storefront for the buyer. For suppliers, 
this represents an advantage of having all information in the same database, in which it becomes 
possible to control and broadcast a subset of information for each of their buyers.
Huge. Again, in theory.

Tradeshift Shop: The Tradeshift Buy Storefront
Consider Tradeshift Shop a buyer’s “front-end” to the Tradeshift Product Engine that masks the 
serious levels of complexity happening on the back-end and in the network. Tradeshift Shop is a 
storefront that lets business users shop, enabling search, requisitions and more.

The beauty of Shop is not the user interface, how easy it is to use or even its Amazon-like experience. 
It’s the cleverness of execution in its ability to enable requisitioners to buy the correct items at the right 
price from the best suppliers, while being in compliance with the company's rules and policies, without 
necessarily even knowing they’re adhering to corporate rules based on how the application guides 
users.  

In Tradeshift Shop, a user can buy an item that is in the Tradeshift Product Engine or even order 
something that isn’t. However, to keep all buying processes in compliance, there is always a full 
“requisition to PO” workflow for approvals and more. These workflows leverage Tradeshift’s core 
workflow platform capabilities that are already used for its e-invoicing and accounts payable (A/P) 
applications, as well as for other Tradeshift and third-party apps in use by customers. This is where the 
Tradeshift platform model really starts to differentiate itself from other solutions based on the common, 
extensible and externalized core architecture.
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For companies that are already using a different e-procurement solution but desire better product 
content quality, Tradeshift offers the option to subscribe to the Tradeshift Product Engine. These users 
can “punch in” to get content from the Tradeshift Product Engine and take it back to use in their 
own e-procurement solution and workflows. It’s yet another clever move by Tradeshift to grab the 
attention of those companies with existing e-procurement solutions that might also become Tradeshift 
customers.

Tradeshift Buy Anywhere
In our first installment of this Spend Matters PRO research series on Tradeshift Buy, we explored the 
release of the application following Tradeshift’s acquisition of Merchantry. We also began to examine 
some of the secret platform sauce embedded within the Tradeshift Product Engine and, by extension, 
Tradeshift Shop. In this installment, we continue to examine Tradeshift’s approach to purchase to pay 
(P2P) including its “Buy Anywhere” feature. We also delve into how Tradeshift is driving demand to its 
network and how Tradeshift Buy expands its core P2P value proposition by integrating related modules 
and apps. We conclude our coverage by identifying the application’s strengths and opportunities. 

Tradeshift’s Buy Anywhere capability enables requesters to buy from any online store and still adhere 
to company buying policies. Tradeshift’s vision here is to help procurement organizations capture 
the “long tail” of spend, which is unmanaged or falls into the maverick category, while making life 
easier for frontline business users. Tradeshift Buy Anywhere does not require a previously negotiated 
agreement or arrangement with a third-party supplier nor a dedicated “punch-out” type approach 
to a vendor’s site. Rather, the feature allows a requester to buy from any e-commerce site while 
theoretically staying in compliance with business rules set by procurement, provided these have been 
set.

This “browser plug-in” searches the Internet for a specific product, bringing the result into a Tradeshift 
requisition, which then goes through an approval workflow. Once approved, the item returns to the 
Tradeshift workflow engine and a one-time credit card number is generated to fulfill the transaction. 
The plug-in works on any e-commerce system and is how Tradeshift shows a product as a catalog 
item in the Tradeshift Buy Store. All items bought in this manner are appropriately coded (e.g., 
UNSPSC) within Tradeshift. The approach avoids showing the URL in the storefront and lets the 
supplier, should it wish, build its catalog and content onto the system following or even before the 
initial transaction, in a similar way to how Tradeshift cleverly onboards suppliers for e-invoicing 
without formally building a profile yet requesting information in a “drip” manner.

In this process, the supplier is invited to do business with the buyer and register with the Tradeshift 
Network. Once the supplier is registered, it can collaborate with the buyer using Tradeshift 
Collaborate. We should note that formal supplier registration is not required for a buyer to purchase 
from that supplier, unless the buyer’s workflow requires it, but is recommended to make its products 
available to other Tradeshift customers and anyone else in the network, even if users don’t have a 
formal procurement workflow or solution. While Tradeshift’s approach and execution is unique, Spend 
Matters observes that other vendors have tried a similar “buy from anyone” approach in the past and 
adoption has been limited.
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Feeding the Network Beast
The Tradeshift Network is at the center of all Tradeshift solutions, and driving demand to it generates 
more opportunities and value to its members. Yet the network beast must be fed — the “if you build it, 
they will come” approach doesn’t work for B2B commerce.

Here are three ways Tradeshift is attempting to drive demand:

• Tradeshift allows all registered suppliers to purchase products or services through the Tradeshift 
Network even if the supplier is not a Tradeshift buyer. This creates an expanded value proposition 
to suppliers and draws interest to the Tradeshift Network. We should note that a related 
opportunity to add more value to Tradeshift suppliers would be to allow them to syndicate their 
content to other networks or buyers — a feature Tradeshift should consider for future releases.

• A Tradeshift buyer can “pull” from any supplier’s product content on the web and invite them to 
register for the Tradeshift Network, creating a permanent connection with a supplier and driving 
new network demand. We observe this is a clever feature from an e-procurement perspective and 
one we’ve not seen others conceive and execute in the same way.

• Buyers not in Tradeshift can punch-in to the Tradeshift Network to find supplier product 
information, allowing Tradeshift to become another channel for those buyers that do not want 
to give up their current e-procurement system. However, this approach does still not solve the 
complexity of buyers needing to connect to multiple networks, including the supplier fee “toll 
booths” other networks might put up when a PO or invoice is raised via Tradeshift to a particular 
merchant.

The App Advantage
One of the values that Tradeshift brings to procurement that is different from other providers is its 
ability to combine and integrate different apps in an out-of-the-box manner. The suite is not just 
built on a common data model, however, but an entire platform, which by nature requires functional 
capabilities and modules to work with each other regardless of who built them, just as applications for 
sale in Apple’s App Store are pre-integrated and leverage the core capabilities of the iPhone.

Think of it: just as with Tradeshift’s virtualized catalog model, Tradeshift Buy is a virtual suite with 
the potential to add or integrate just about any app you can think of — and have it work with existing 
modules. It works best if it is combined with other apps in the Tradeshift platform, such as:

• Tradeshift Pay, which extends Tradeshift Buy’s e-procurement functions by “flipping” the PO to an 
invoice and then allowing p-cards or other payment or discounting mechanisms

• Tradeshift Network, which onboards and bring suppliers to one central location and allows them 
to collaborate in an easier manner across their customer base

• Tradeshift Risk, which streamlines the onboarding and management process for new suppliers 
that are not in an existing catalog or pre-approved list. With the integration of Tradeshift Buy and 
Tradeshift Risk, a buyer can send a request for a supplier to make an offer on a requisition that is 
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then integrated with Tradeshift’s supplier onboarding process to ensure supplier compliance with 
specific buyer policies before final approvals are issued.

• Tradeshift Apps, which extends Tradeshift Buy capabilities with additional third-party applications 
— some built by customers as part of deployments — that use Tradeshift’s APIs to work within 
Tradeshift’s P2P environment.

Tradeshift Buy Features
Tradeshift Buy’s current and planned features could fill an entire book — or multiple volumes. As such, 
we will drill down on features that we view as differentiated. These include:

• The ability to search the web for any item or service and stay in compliance by adding an approval 
workflow to the mix with linkage to payment. This feature can be restricted to certain users, 
however, and a user without this permission could turn to a buyer for support to do the search and 
onboard a supplier into the network.

• A user experience that simplifies the buying process, starting with the ease of use in searching for 
a required item (whether it is from the approved catalogs or not), buying the correct item from the 
preferred supplier and remaining in compliance with contract prices. This is not just a mimic of the 
Amazon-like experience of being consumer-oriented, user-friendly and easy to use. It’s different 
and arguably easier for the end user than B2C paradigms.

• The ability to communicate with your suppliers or with your internal procurement team through 
an online messaging box. Other vendors have messaging, but Tradeshift’s execution is clever and 
truly collaborative, built out of a social world rather than trying to adapt it. This collaborative ability 
helps to reduce exceptions by improving the quality of the PO.

• The capacity to grow and enrich the Tradeshift Network in a collaborative way. This is a unique 
onboarding process of suppliers’ content and is possible by the use of the browser plug-in feature 
enabling the ability to buy from any e-commerce site but have all necessary data stored in the 
Tradeshift Network. This makes it easy for a product to show as a catalog item in the future, 
making it accessible to all buyers and suppliers through Tradeshift Product Engine.

Tradeshift Fires its First E-Procurement Shots
We should note that all of these features we’ve explored and others, such as workflow, budget 
checking and punch-out searches, need to be tested and scaled across multiple customers before 
we can label Tradeshift a full-fledged entrant in the e-procurement market that we can shortlist and 
recommend consistently.

Yet it’s clear Tradeshift is doing something different and is at a formative stage in perhaps the most 
interesting purchase-to-pay (P2P) product launch since the days of Ariba ORMS and Commerce One, 
the original e-procurement and marketplace applications and models. This final installment explores 
additional opportunities for Tradeshift in procurement and shares our recommendations to prospective 
customers.
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Opportunities for Tradeshift Buy
Customer feedback is always key to showing a vendor’s features and capabilities, and while the 
demonstrations we’ve seen have looked great, there’s no replacement for reference customers 
using the solution at scale. The Spend Matters team hopes to speak to early customers soon and 
will report what we find. We should note, as well, that some of the implementation questions raised 
by earlier Tradeshift customers on the e-invoicing side, as the vendor originally launched, appear to 
have been solved, based on our own recent discussions with users — not offered up by Tradeshift, 
we might add.

Besides wanting to hear from real Tradeshift users, we have some questions for the provider. We 
also have some additional ideas for how the provider could advance its capabilities in the future. 
These questions and concepts include:

• Specific search capabilities: Tradeshift told us it is working with big e-commerce sites like 
Grainger and Staples to include all metadata of their products in and searchable through the 
Tradeshift Network, a work in progress. However, we are curious if this includes just fixed items? 
Or does it also include any punch-out site features to build customized products inside the 
Tradeshift content engine?

• Approval workflow: Does the Tradeshift Buy workflow manage complex “Boolean” and “what 
if?” procurement and approval scenarios? How far does Tradeshift Buy go in these complex 
workflows scenarios? Some procurement organizations require this level of complexity, and it 
is what separates out certain providers from others in cases where significant customization is 
needed as part of deployments.

• Inventory scenarios: How does Tradeshift Buy handle a buying request of an item that is in 
inventory? What is the plan to build broader inventory management capability or integrate a 
third-party inventory management application into the Tradeshift app ecosystem?

• Project management: Does Tradeshift Buy enable the management of procurement projects 
that require project accounting, project workflow, project items/services and project users? If 
not, how could an organization create an app using Tradeshift’s core architecture to build in this 
capability?

• New apps and complex scenarios: Is Tradeshift Buy already building new apps to strengthen 
its capabilities across procurement and related supplier management areas? For example, how 
would Tradeshift Buy handle specific custom requirements on an industry or category basis, 
such as healthcare procurement or MRO procurement under a VMI or integrated supply and 
storeroom scenario? What does its functional roadmap looks like that it is willing to share with 
customers, and most important, how can early customers help shape the roadmap?

• Content and network syndication: Does Tradeshift Buy have plans to develop a model that 
syndicates content to other buyer sites or supplier networks or does it plan to remain at the 
center of a single “platform” strategy. For example, could we see Tradeshift syndicate content 
to users of Coupa or Ariba, or even Amazon Business, for that matter? The broader question 
here is whether Tradeshift will “play nice” with other platforms and B2B galaxies or insist that 
the world revolve around its platform sun? Its an important question that customers should ask 
Tradeshift, as well as potential partners.
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Final Thoughts and Recommendations
Tradeshift is blazing new trails in e-procurement. In summary, its solution is a new e-procurement 
option for companies seeking great flexibility to onboard all their suppliers and products information 
and are looking for an extended product content database that works as a flexible, enriched and 
virtualized catalog across all suppliers — even beyond just approved catalogs.

There is no question Tradeshift Buy is an e-procurement solution to watch — and perhaps the only 
one we are aware of that uses internal platform and network capabilities while integrating them 
seamlessly with both internal and third-party apps to build an enable an ever-expanding P2P vision.
Spend Matters recommends:

• That all potential e-procurement customers considering Coupa, Ariba, SciQuest, Verian, GEP, 
Oracle, BuyerQuest or other e-procurement solutions look at Tradeshift, even if they are further 
down the selection path with one or more providers, to learn.

• While the majority of organizations will not, let’s face it, want to be among the first dozen 
Tradeshift procurement customers, some will no doubt stop in their tracks when they see its 
current early-stage capabilities and the broader vision for the solution and say, “I need this.”

• The majority will, regardless, learn from the Tradeshift model and encourage their ultimate 
e-procurement partners to learn from and adapt a platform vision, which is without question 
the future of where supplier networks are headed.

• Tradeshift customers using the provider for e-invoicing should consider extending or even 
piloting Tradeshift Buy to understand how it could fit with their current deployment. We also 
recommend prospects looking at Tradeshift for both e-invoicing and supplier management 
explore the options of piloting or deploying Tradeshift Buy as well, or exploring how the 
solution could fit alongside existing deployments of other tools.

• Procurement organizations using another e-procurement toolset already should invest the 
time to walk through a Tradeshift demonstration and also to understand how the application 
can potentially “surround” other technologies from a transactional buying and extended 
supplier content management standpoint. At the very least, these organizations are likely to 
come away with ideas to improve their current implementations.

• All procurement organizations should invest the time to “get smart” on the “platform-as-
a-service” technology architecture and solution model. Tradeshift is many years ahead of 
its competitors in this regard and in a decade we expect its model — and ones like it — to 
replace the dominant SaaS/cloud deployment model in procurement today. The notion of 
a virtualized suite in which capabilities may or may not come from a single provider but 
that are pre-integrated and built to work without modification once approved is one we 
appreciate in consumer life already, not to mention in B2B sales, as well, with the Force.com 
stack and platform already.
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